**What's the difference between BLUEcloud Mobile and BookMyne?**
BLUEcloud Mobile is a premium mobile app comparable, in fact, superior to the current Mobile app leaders. As such, there is currently no free edition of this product, nor is there any upgrade path from BookMyne to BC Mobile.

**What's the difference between BLUEcloud Mobile and BookMyne+?**
BLUEcloud Mobile is the next generation successor to BookMyne+.

**What if I already have BookMyne+?**
Existing BookMyne+ applications will continue to be supported following the release of BLUEcloud Mobile; BookMyne+, however, will not receive new development or features.

**Do the records use authority-controlled subjects?**
Yes. Records loaded into the ILS can be enriched.

**Who is Solus?**
SOLUS is a new SirsiDynix partner and Library technology company. Based in Glasgow, SOLUS provides digital discovery products and works with libraries that want to maximize their impact and return on physical and digital collections.

**What if I already have a Solus application?**
If your library already has a Solus application and you’d like to start using BLUEcloud Mobile contact your account executive for further details.

**How is BLUEcloud Mobile different from other mobile library applications?**
The first and most important difference is that BLUEcloud Mobile is fully-integrated into your SD ILS as well as other BLUEcloud products. BLUEcloud Mobile was designed from the ground up as a BLUEcloud product, richly and seamlessly integrated into other SD products. Functionally, BLUEcloud Mobile is already comparable to other mobile apps in the industry. This robust functionality will quickly increase with future releases, and solidify BLUEcloud Mobile as the “go to” app for all SD customers.

**Why choose BLUEcloud Mobile instead of relying on the mobile work being done on Enterprise?**
Studies of mobile device usage indicate that, of time spent using a mobile device, the majority of that time is spent in apps. BLUEcloud Mobile enables libraries to serve users through an application that caters to established user habits. BLUEcloud Mobile also offers features and functionality beyond Enterprise and that are more appropriate to a mobile application.

**When will BLUEcloud Mobile be available?**
Pilot testing will begin in late spring of 2017. General Availability will begin in fall of 2017.

**Where will BLUEcloud Mobile be hosted?**
BLUEcloud Mobile will be hosted in SirsiDynix SaaS facilities.
Is there anything BLUEcloud Mobile does that other mobile library applications do not do?
- Branding is thoughtfully, custom-integrated to look distinct to your library’s style
- Intuitive icons drive user-navigation
- Mobile searching allows for users to filter searches to receive their most relevant results
- BLUEcloud Mobile delivers item cover images in search returns for enriched results.
- Automated mobile application analytics with direct integration into BLUEcloud Analytics.

What platforms will be supported through BLUEcloud Mobile?
BLUEcloud Mobile will support iOS and Android.
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